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New Members and
Upgrades

W

elcome to the following new
members of SOBARS:

Derrick Dudley
Eddie Cardé		

K7SVN
KK6TNP

The following members have upgraded their license classifications:
Patrick Knighton, KK6OUX, General
Della Jorgensen, KG7HFD, General
Tim Matthews, KJ6ZNS, Extra

P

Editor’s Notes

robably the first thing you’ll notice about this issue is that it’s
titled “Summer 2015,” not “Spring.”
This change will bring the newsletter more into line with the way most
publications are issued. That is, the
date of issue is looking forward rather than backwards.

This issue will be very heavy with
Field Day stuff, but there will be
other offerings as well, including
columns from Dan Romanchik,
KB6NU and a short article from Terry
Hohm, AG6WG. Also in this issue is
the After-Action Report for the May
Capstone emergency drill. It outlines
the club’s participation in the Chula
Vista EOC and communications trailer. Also, we have a product review of
the new Heil HTH headset for handi
talkies. Lastly, there are flyers for the
upcoming San Diego Hamfest and
Kingman (AZ) Hamfest

Chuck Vinson, KF6FJU, works 40 and 80 meter CW during the recently concluded
Field Day exercise. Each participant’s thoughts about Field Day start on Page 7..

Fred Curtis, KI6GRO

From The President’s Shack

W

By John Wright, K6CPO

ell, we survived another Field
Day! It was an interesting
weekend, to say the least. Friday setup went well with most participants
making good progress towards having everything ready for the official
kick-off time of 1800 UTC. Jim Beckman, N6RSL, Chuck Vinson, KF6FJU
and myself remained at the site overnight to provide “security.”
Saturday morning, we held a license
testing session at the Field Day site.

We tested nine candidates and made
two new Technicians, had three upgrades to General and one individual
who took all three exams and left
as an Extra. A total of 16 Volunteer Examiners helped administer
the exams.
There are many members who made
Field Day a success. Thanks go out
to Mark Wallace, KJ6NMJ, for acting
as Chairman again this year, to Fred
Curtis, KI6GRO, and Nestor Puñales,

K6JTT, for taking pictures and a special
thanks to Tracy Froetscher, AG6OQ for
making the food run and an emergency morning coffee run. Without that
coffee run, the club President would
have turned into a grumpy, whiny baby.
That would not have been pretty...
Work is progressing on the repeater
site. A thermostatically-controlled attic
fan has been installed in the building
to exhaust hot air. A shroud has yet to
be added to it, but that plan is in the
works. A new shelving unit is going to
be put up in the building to replace the
existing, rickety shelves. Future plans
include a “fail-over” switching unit to
switch batteries if one registers a low
voltage.
The club is still pursuing the possibility

of acquiring a 70 cm band frequency
pair and adding a second Yaesu System
Fusion repeater to the site.
Thanks to the efforts of Steve Froetscher,
N3NB, Derrick Dudley, K7SVN, Dave
Kaltenborn, N8KBC, and Ramon Dueñas, KJ6QQK, the city emergency
trailer has been brought up to speed
and played a major role in the recent
Capstone exercise. The After-Action
Report on SOBARS participation in the
exercise is included elsewhere in this
issue.
SOBARS is growing. We have picked
up a number of new members over the
last several months and we now number more than 70 members.
Life is good. 

What Would You Do?

F

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

or the past three or four years, I’ve
been threatening to buy a new radio
to replace my ICOM IC-746PRO. The IC746PRO is a great rig, though, and I’ve
had trouble pulling the trigger on a
$3k – $5k or more purchase. The radio
that I’ve had my eye on is the Elecraft
K3. Without a doubt the K3 is a better
rig than the 746PRO, and it’s certainly
worth the price that Elecraft is asking. The question I keep asking myself,
though, is, “Am I going to have $5,000
more fun with a K3?”
To put it another way, the question is,
assuming that I have a $5,000 budget
to spend on amateur radio gear over
the next year or two or three, what’s
the best way to spend it? How can I
maximize my purchases so that I have
the most fun?

At this point, I think that I’ve decided not to buy that new rig and instead
buy equipment that will help me make
my own rigs. Some of the items that I
have my eye on include:
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•

Aoyue 968A+ SMD Digital Hot Air
Rework Station (I have actually
already purchased this unit.)
• Rigol DS1102E 100MHz, Dual
Channel, 1 GSa/s Digital Oscilloscope
• Rigol DSA815-TG Spectrum Analyzer
• A more professional workbench
to replace the folding table that
I’m currently using.
• Peaberry SDR V2 Kit
• More keys! I’d love to get a fancy
Begali or N3ZN paddle, and the
other day someone told me about
the UR5CDX keys, which look like
great deals.
Even if I purchased everything on this
list, I’ll have spent less than $5,000.
One consequence of going this route
is that I’ll have less time for operating. I’m betting (hoping?) that the extra
time spent on tinkering will be just as
much fun, or even more fun than I’m
having now.

It also means that I’ll be going to Dayton with a much
different mindset than I have the past couple of years.
Instead of spending my time configuring the perfect
K3 in my head, I’ll be looking for kits and scouring the
flea market looking for parts.
I may be overthinking this, but like most amateurs, I
have a limited budget to spend on amateur radio. That
being the case, making conscious decisions about how
to spend that money should help me have more fun
with ham radio, and that’s the goal, isn’t it?
What do you think? Is this the right way to go, or am I
going to regret this decision? If you’ve made a similar
decision, I’d love to hear from you. 
Editor’s Note:
Since I don’t possess the skill set necessary to build my
own rigs from scratch, I would be inclined to look at the
Elecraft K3 and its accompanying panadapter and amplifier. I’m interested in this radio not only because it is an
excellent rig, but because it can be purchased in a modular kit form. I’ve always wanted to assemble one of these.
Here is a link to a time-lapse video of the assembly of
the Elecraft K3.:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDfBJX3w504

communications to the City of Chula Vista during
the above mentioned exercise. Communications support took place at the City of Chula Vista Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) and the Emergency Communications Trailer (ECT) located at Chula Vista Fire
Station #4. The distance between the EOC and the ECT
is approximately 4.32 miles (line of sight). The goal of
the SOBARS Communication Support Team was to establish amateur radio communications with some of
the major exercise participants; the San Diego County
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (R.A.C.E.S.) and
the Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), while
supporting the City in emergency/back-up communications with those groups and others. A secondary but
no less important goal, was the sending and receiving
of email traffic utilizing the WinLink Global Messaging System. WinLink utilizes amateur radio frequencies
to send and receive email without internet connectivity. It should be noted, the SOBARS repeater was used
during the exercise to establish a communication link
between the EOC and the ECT. The use of the repeater
allowed for back channel communication between the
two without interfering with priority traffic on ARES
primary and secondary exercise frequencies.
•

EOC:
Using the two antenna drops in the EOC, voice
communications were confirmed with R.A.C.E.S.
and ARES, as well as email messaging via WinLink.
City amateur radio equipment was used as well as
personal radios and a computer belonging to SOBARS members. The use of personal equipment was
necessary in order to monitor the various exercise
frequencies and use WinLink. The WinLink station
sent and received emails to the ECT, ARES and Tijuana General Hospital. The EOC was included in
the ARES exercise as a participant in the drill and
check-ins were made when called.

•

ECT:
For purposes of the exercise, the ECT was operated
using the on board generator, after initially establishing voice communications on battery power. The
ECT has a dedicated radio/Winlink station, which
was used to send/receive email to the EOC, ARES
and Sharp Chula Vista Hospital where two SOBARS
members were operating radios/WinLink in support of ARES and the drill. Other radios in the trailer
were used to monitor the SOBARS repeater, R.A.C.E.S.,
and the ARES primary and secondary exercise frequencies. The ECT was included in the ARES exercise
as a participant in the drill and check-ins were made

A quick search will reveal many other videos on this particular radio.

After Action Report – Capstone Exercise
2015

DATE: May 24, 2015

FROM: Fred Curtis, KI6GRO
TO: Marisa Balmer, Emergency Services Coordinator
CC:

Steve Froetscher, N3NB
Tracy Froetscher, AG6OQ
Ramon Dueñas, Jr., KJ6QQK
John Wright, K6CPO

PURPOSE:
This report briefly describes the support provided by
members of the South Bay Amateur Radio Society
(SOBARS) to the City of Chula Vista during Capstone
Exercise 2015, which took place on May 20, 2015. This
report was compiled and edited by Fred Curtis, KI6GRO
with input and contributions from Ramon Dueñas, Jr.,
KJ6QQK and Steve Froetscher, N3NB.
SUMMARY:
Four members of SOBARS provided emergency/back-up
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when called. At one point during the exercise, the
EOC was called to check in. Due to some equipment
issues at the EOC, the ECT answered up for the EOC,
thus providing a backup and maintaining the City’s
participation in the drill.
LESSONS LEARNED:
EOC:
Using the equipment located in the EOC, only one radio
was functional and was used to operate the WinLink station and 2 meter band voice. We had to improvise and
change tactics to use the switcher to be able to operate
on the 440 band (ARES exercise band). This resulted in
having to switch the antenna from the 440 band to the
2 meter band to send Winlink messages, which caused
missed voice messages from ARES when they asked for
a check-in.
Towards the middle of the drill, Ramon Duenas, Jr.,
KJ6QQK tested to see if we could use the antenna drop
marked as FIRE VHF. This drop is on the other side of
the room and it is believed to have been use for purposes other than amateur radio stations. Contact was
made with Fred Curtis, KI6GRO, who was operating the
Emergency Communication Trailer at Fire Station #4.
The signal report was good with no interference. After
learning this antenna was functional, we made modifications to our set up, transferring the 2 meter unit and
attaching it to run the WinLink station and 2 meter
band voice from the drop marked FIRE VHF. Ramon
used his personal Yaesu-857D radio to operate on the
440 band on the other triband antenna. This alleviated issues of switching frequencies between the radio
and the WinLink station (2 Meter Band) and not missing radio traffic on the 440 band (ARES exercise band).

and send messages to ARES, Tijuana General Hospital,
Sharp Chula Vista Hospital and the ECT.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
EOC:
We recommend adding another dual band (VHF/UHF)
antenna to the building and to replace some of the aging
radio equipment that is no operational or reliable. We
would also recommend the addition of a laptop computer to operate WinLink on site at the EOC (on the
cart with the radios), that is dedicated for that use. Finally, we would like the opportunity to return to the
EOC to participate in future drills and to conduct periodic testing and checking of the amateur radios and
associated equipment.
ECT:
Vehicles were parked rather close on both sides of the
ECT, interfering with the opening of the door and operating the emergency generator. To operate the generator,
without the possibility of damaging a parked car, the
Gen-Turi Exhaust Venting System was employed. The
system reroutes the heat and exhaust gas up and over
the top of the trailer instead of out to the side of the
trailer (see photo on page 4). Recommend that space
on both sides of trailer be marked off for no parking
to alleviate issues listed above.
VOLUNTEERS AND VOLUNTEER HOURS:
The table below lists the names, locations and total
volunteer hours of SOBARS members who prepared
for and participated in the exercise.
NAME

ECT:
There were no issues operating the ECT. The batteries
were charged up via the solar panel and were able to
start the generator. All lighting, radios, fans and air conditioning operated normally during the exercise. The
number of radios and the dedicated WinLink station
were sufficient for the drill.

Steve
Froetscher
Tracy
Froetscher
Ramon Duenas, Jr.
Fred Curtis

COMMENTS:

John Wright

In view of the issues encountered at the beginning of the
exercise, we were able to set up amateur radio equipment
at the Chula Vista EOC and established communications
with R.A.C.E.S., ARES and other amateur radio operators
in the region and have the ability to monitor information that was being passed through the amateur radio
bands. We were also able to check in with WinLink
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CALL
SIGN
N3NB
AG6OQ
KJ6QQK
KI6GRO
K6CPO

Louie
KI6SRR
Vignapiano
Jim Beckman N6RSL
TOTAL
HOURS

LOCATION

HOURS

Chula Vista EOC 16
Hours
Chula Vista EOC 14
Hours
Chula Vista EOC 7
Hours
Chula Vista ECT 8
Hours
Chula Vista EOC 2
Hours
Sharp Chula
6
Vista Hospital
Hours
Sharp Chula
6
Vista Hospital
Hours
59
Hours

Recently Heil released a new product for the amateur
market, the HTH Handie Talkie Headset. This is a lightweight, single-sided headset with a built-in PTT switch
designed to be used with most popular handheld transceivers. The HTH is being introduced with connectors
for three handie talkies—ICom, Yaesu and Kenwood/
Baofeng. Plans are underway to introduce additional models.
•
•
•

HTH-I for 2-pin ICom
HTH-Y for TRRS Yaesu/Vertex*
HTH-K for 2-pin Kenwood/ Baofeng (This model
will probably work with Wouxun radios as well as
I’ve found Wouxun and Baofeng accessories to be
virtually interchangeable.)

*For weather resistant Yaesu/Vertex models such as the
VX6R, VX7R and the FT-270, an HTH-I and Yaesu CT-91
adapter are required.
A further note about Yaesu weather-resistant radios:
I tried connecting the HTH-Y to my FT-270 HT and it
would NOT seat in the jack.
Picture of the Gen-Turi Exhaust Venting System
Fred Curtis, KI6GRO



Heil HTH Handie Talkie Headset

E

By John Wright, K6CPO

veryone connected with amateur radio is (or should
be) familiar with Heil Sound. Founded by Bob
Heil, K9EID, Heil Sound is the premier manufacturer
of headsets, headphones, microphones and accessories
for amateur radio.

This review will be for the HTH-Y Yaesu/Vertex model.
In my short amateur radio career, I have had difficulty
finding a suitable headset/earphone/hand mic combination for communications in high noise environments.
Everything I tried was either uncomfortable (ear-bud
style phones) awkward to use (hand mics clipped to
a lapel) or didn’t work (a couple of e-bay purchases.)
When the HTH appeared on the market, I thought it
would be worth a try. I already have a Heil ProSet headset and foot switch for my ICom IC-751A HF radio and
it works flawlessly.
I was given the HTH-Y as a gift and recently had occasion to try it out under field conditions. I used it with
the new Yaesu FT1DR System Fusion ® portable. The
HTH is a single-sided headset, covering only one ear.
It may be worn on either side as the microphone pivots fully to either side. The first thing I noticed was the
dramatically increased audio quality with the headset.
The external speaker on the FT1DR is a bit weak and I
have had to increase the volume level to at least 25 to
be able to hear anything. When I plugged in the HTH
headset, I had to make a substantial reduction in the
volume on the radio. This can be very helpful in high
noise environments.
The HTH has an in-line PTT switch with a very strong
clip on the back. This will clip to any garment, vest or
chest pack and is very unlikely to come off. In fact, it
2015 Summer Spurious Emissions
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was a bit difficult to get clipped to my shirt. The switch
is positive and makes a good connection when pressed.
The headset itself is fairly comfortable to wear for long
periods of time, but like anything, it helps to take it off
for brief periods. The microphone, in addition to pivoting to either side, is on a flexible stalk, allowing it to be
positioned where desired. Transmit quality is excellent
as one would expect from a Heil product. Operators
on the other end could understand me perfectly.
Because it is single-sided, the HTH would be perfect
(and legal in most states) for mobile operations. It
would not be hard to make an adapter to connect the
HTH to most mobile radios. Perhaps Heil will make
one in the future.
At $28.96 (HRO price), the HTH is priced less than similar
headsets from Yaesu, although the Yaesu headsets are
also VOX capable while the HTH is not. Notwithstanding the lack of VOX, the HTH is an excellent headset for
the price and will be my go-to headset for HT operations in the field. 

My Activity on HF

O

By Terry Hohm, AG6WG

n February 19th, 2015 I made my 500th HF contact with my Yaesu FT-857D. My very first contact
was with my Elmer Tom, N6JOJ. That contact was on
February 23, 2014.
I put all my contacts into Microsoft Word in Table format so I could put different columns in alphabetical
order. Here’s what I discovered...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I was radio active making contacts 183 out of 362
days.
I made contacts in 47 states and Washington D.C.
I still need Delaware, Maine, and Rhode Island to
complete working all states.
I made contacts in 26 countries.
My shortest contact was 5 miles away and my farthest contact was 9448 miles away.
I called CQ 239 times to make contacts.
Most of my contacts were made between 6-7 PM.
The 4 most popular names of people I made contact
with were John-19 times, Richard-14 times, Jim-13
times, and David-10 times.

I’m sure some people can make 500 contacts in just a
couple of months, especially with contests that happen
on a lot of weekends. I just like to take it a little slower
and do other things besides chasing DX. I like to chat
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on the local repeaters too.
I just wanted to share this with our club members and
the newsletter. 73. 

Dayton was a Blast this Year

A

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

couple of weeks ago, I made my annual pilgrimage
to Dayton for the 2015 Hamvention. This year, I had
even more fun than in the past, and that’s saying a lot.

I started Dayton 2015 on Thursday by attending the
QRP-ARCI’s Four Days in May (http://www.qrparci.
org/fdim/) seminar. George Dobbs, G3RJV, gave a very
nice talk that not only talked about circuits, but also the
people he’s met over the years and the places he’s been.
Paul, M0XPD, gave an interesting talk on crystal filters
and using an Arduino to control a QRP rig. The final
talk, by Glen, KW5GP, was also about using an Arduino
to control a QRP rig. Other talks covered transmission
lines and SWR and adventures in PCB making. I learned
something in every single one.
That evening, I participated in Vendor’s Night. I sold
quite a few copies of my CW Geek’s Guide to Having
Fun with Morse Code and gave out quite a few “I’m a
CW Geek” buttons and “Hams Obey Ohm’s Law” stickers.
Friday and Saturday were all about the Hamvention.
As far as new products go, there were a couple of interesting announcements. Elecraft introduced the K3S, an
updated and upgraded K3 HF Transceiver, and FlexRadio introduced the Maestro, a “front end” with knobs,
dials, and LCD screen for their software-driven radios.
Apparently, hams like knobs and dials after all.
It seemed to me that there were more people at this
year’s Hamvention. There were certainly more sellers out
in the flea market. And deals were to be had. I picked
up a Bencher BY-1 for only $50. I also found a Hallicrafters HA-1 T.O. Keyer (http://www.ai4fr.com/main/
page_ham_radio_hallicrafters_ha1.html), which I believe to be the first commercially-available electronic
keyer. Produced in the 1960s, it uses tubes to generate
dots and dashes.
Dayton usually has a great lineup of forums, but aside
from perhaps the TAPR forum, the Antennas forum,
and maybe the ATV forum, none of them really called
to me. Also, I was really busy talking to people I know,
meeting readers, and trying to get the dealers to carry
my books, so I didn’t get to a single one.

Being the CW geek that I am, I’m hoping to hold a CW
forum at next year’s Hamvention. I’ve already contacted the forum people, and while they haven’t committed
to giving me time, I did get a very positive response. C
U THR? 

HamShield turns an Arduino into a VHF/
UHF transceiver

T

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

he Arduino seems to be making a big splash in
ham radio circles these days. The ARRL has recently published a couple of books about the Arduino and
Arduino-based amateur radio projects. And, recently, I
purchased a NanoKeyer (nanokeyer.wordpress.com),
which is a CW keyer powered by an Arduino Nano.
Now, a couple of enterprising young hams have
built the HamShield (https://www.kickstarter.com/
projects/749835103/hamshield-for-arduino-vhfuhf-transceiver). It’s an Arduino shield that turns an
Arduino into a VHF/UHF transceiver. With the HamShield, you can transmit and receive on the 2 m, 220
MHz, and 440 MHz bands.
According to Casey, KC7IBT, one of the project leaders,
“We have both voice and data working on the shield
right now and also have a powerful library to control it.”
“We also have it talking to the Chrome browser, so any
computer that can run a web browser can operate a
packet radio station or voice station. We also have another piece of chrome software called ‘APRS Messenger’,
a text messaging app for APRS. One of our prototypes
is in a neat little case that clips right to the back of your
laptop (shown in the video). I will launch these apps
in the Chrome Store once we get closer to completion.

Field Day 2015
By The Participants

Editor’s Note: Again this year, I’m going to let those involved in Filed Day tell the story in their own words.
Fred Curtis, KI6GRO

Field Day 2015 was a little different for me this year.
This year I was unable to set up a station, but enjoyed
walking around and looking at the various stations and
set-ups. As I did last year, I was a VE at our test site
and was glad to see some people upgrade their license.
One person took all three exams and passed them all!
It was nice not having to set up equipment this year
and just being a spectator. I got to spend more time
with club members and carefully look at their stations.
I would recommend to anyone to always come out to
Field Day, even if you aren’t operating. There is always
something new!
John Markham, KD6VKW

KD6VKW built a 2-element Yagi antenna for 10m and
mounted it at 20 feet, the predicted optimum height
for 10m over real ground. The VSWR was better than
1.5:1 across the band but poor propagation on 10m limited the performance of that station. VKW managed 25
contacts over about an eight-hour period. For a while
on Saturday evening he switched over to 15m with that
same antenna (through a tuner) and managed 20 contacts in only two hours.

“We have 10 working prototypes currently, but need to
raise money to fund the production cost and get the
unit prices down to acceptable levels. This means buying parts in bulk and reducing production costs.”
I think this is a very cool project, and I hope that you’ll
consider supporting the HamShield Kickstarter project. I plan to get one and see what I can do with it. 
When not making crucial decisions about his amateur
radio career, attending the Dayton Hamvention or playing with Arduinos, Dan operates CW on the HF bands and
blogs about amateur radio at KB6NU.Com. He is also
the author of the “No-Nonsense” amateur radio license
study guides. His most recent book is The CW Geek’s
Guide to Having Fun with Morse Code. The books are
available on his website or on Amazon.

John Markham, KD6VKW, erected a home-brew 10M yagi and
operated from the comfort of his van.
Fred Curtis, KI6GRO

10m did have a few decent openings, one provided a
contact with Hawaii. 15m, by comparison, provided
three contacts with Hawaii. The best 10m path from
Chula Vista seemed to be into Western Washington.
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10m may not be a great performer as we get further
past the peak of the 11-year sunspot cycle. However,
even as propagation declines over time, there will still
be some periods when 10m works well. That’s good
because the noise level is generally very low. 10m is
wonderful when it works.
Sarah Honaker, KK6DKP

Where to start? Every year I have participated in the
SOBARS Field Day with my father, Bill N9LZ, working
the different bands and trying to get contacts. This year
we work 20 meters digital and phone. Digital was not
easy to use as getting a signal out was near impossible.
Phone was somewhat easier, two contacts were made
and nearly a third.
With lively weather and rain almost threatening some
operators to pack up early, it was a great time for me.
I learned much from trial-and-error on the radio and
from my fellow ham operators.
I eagerly look forward to next year for Field Day.

Tracy Froetscher, AG6OQ

I didn’t operate but helped with testing, helped set up
and tear down, went for food and coffee, enjoyed the
few drops of rain and most importantly did a whole lot
of visiting. I had fun!
Jim Beckman, N6RSL

My field day started June 1st due to the mounting of
the tilt crank tower to my 5x7 trailer. Day after day I
cut, drilled welded until finally it was time to check out
the Mosley tri-bander (10 15 20 meters). I didn’t know
anything about the antenna except it belonged to Gene
Johnson a former SOBARS member (SK). I put the MFJ
analyzer and the reading was no good. Not having any
experience with this kind of antenna I took it apart and
found the wire that should have been soldered to the
center of the SO239 was not. I soldered it and the analyzer was happy. I took the rig down in the lower part
of my lot and set it up all the way so I could make sure
it could work field day. Two days before the big day it
was ready. I breathed a sigh of relief.

Bill, Honaker, N9LZ

This is always one of my favorite times in ham radio. We
get to hang out with a bunch of great people eat good
food, and learn a lot. I have learned a lot every year
about the best ways to setup an antenna, radio, power
supply, and of course a shade canopy. Who would
have thought that in drought-stricken San Diego, that
a small thunderstorm would drench us and almost destroy our canopy! And that was just the start. The rest
of the day was so cloudy that my solar panels could not
produce enough juice to keep up with the drain on my
battery. Another lesson learned. Sarah, KK6DKP, and
I enjoyed working 20m PSK31. It was a learning experience! Thanks to everyone who helped us!

Jim Beckman, N6RSL, assembling his antenna with help
from Chuck Vinson, KF6FJU, and Ramon Dueñas, KK6QQK.

Nestor Puñales, K6JTT

5 PM Friday, June 26 2015, I left for the site. The 40 foot
antenna stuck out the back of the trailer about 15 feet.
I drove very slowly especially at first because of the
weight and over hang. 25 mph was about as fast as I
drove which made a 8 mile trip take seem like forever.
The setup went smoothly and I was able to get quite a
few contacts which didn’t count for field day. Finally 11
AM came but things seemed to start slowly. As the day
progressed, contacts started to pick up. I went to bed
around 11 PM and got up at 2 AM to go to the rest room.
Ramon was on 20 meters working the east coast whichwas getting on for Sunday morning.
Sarah Honaker, KK6DKP, and her dad, Bill, N9LZ, at their station.
Fred Curtis, KI6GRO
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I had a commitment in the afternoon so I had to start
tearing down early. We had a small incident when the

boom swung around and almost hit people setting near
by but they were out of the way. I dropped the tower off
at Chucks and was home in time for my appointment.
Monday I started to put everything away.
One week later field day was just a fond memory.
Terry Hohm, AG6WG

I had a great time with everyone at our Field Day site
at the marina. I wanted to send emails thru ham radio
as my part of participation this year.
My station consisted of Winlink 2000 Email Service
using RMS Express, Signalink, FT-857D, 20 meter dipole
wire antenna, Windows 7 Aspire One Netbook with a
Dell Monitor, Solar Panels, 125 Amp Hour Deep Cell
Marine Battery, and 400 Watt Power Inverter.
With my antenna barely 10 feet off the ground at the
center and ends tied to buckets as support I was able
to send off emails using only 10 watts power.

As we have done in the past couple of years, we set up
license testing at the site. We tested nine candidates
with six passing examinations. We made two new Technicians, had three people upgrade to General and one
individual took all three exams and left as an Extra.
Having my trailer at the site proved fortuitous when
we were hit by a brief but windy rain shower. We were
able to move all the materials inside out of the weather.
As always, I manned the public information table during Field Day, although I don’t know how much longer
I’m going to be doing that. The number of visitors to
the site has dropped off dramatically in the last couple
of years. This year we had only five people sign our visitor’s log. We did have visits from County Supervisor
Greg Cox and Lt. Phil Collum of the Chula Vista Police Department.

Although my station did not receive points for Field
Day I provided a service to the members of our club
and the community.
I enjoyed my day and also the good food we had for
lunch.
It was also nice of the Yaesu Rep to stop by and visit
and give us mouse pads and ball caps.
All I need now is one of those new Yaesu Radios.
County Supervisor Greg Cox signs the visitor’s log as SOBARS
President John Wright, K6CPO, looks on. Fred Curtis, KI6GRO

Terry Hohm, AG6WG, set up a nice Winlink email station during Field Day.
Terry Hohm, AG6WG
John Wright, K6CPO

I used Field Day as an opportunity to try out the tent
trailer I bought last October. I had problems wiring a
lighting harness to my truck for the trailer, but was able
to obtain the necessary parts in time to bring the trailer.

Lt. Phil Collum, Chula Vista PD, signs the visitors log.

Fred Curtis, KI6GRO
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Chuck Vinson, KF6FJU

Before the antenna problems, we experienced some issues with the generator belonging to Mark, KJ6NMJ,that
we were planning on using.

Field Day 2015 turned out to be a multi-level event for
me more than any time before. With the assistance of
several others, my dipole went up without a glitch. Unless, one counted the first time it went up without guy
wires, then, of course, the second time without a coaxial feed line. So, after the third attempt all looked good.

Then we learned “the hard way” that we should NOT
be listening to the near-by stations making contacts,
since we can damage the receiving end of our radios
(that was a very hard lesson).

At least I would know how to safely take it down come
Sunday.

Of course we enjoyed our selves playing radio and mingling with all the participants and visitors.

Then there was the tent… How does anyone forget how
to put a tent? This dome shelter has seen Yellowstone,
Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Gettysburg, and several national points of interest. There were several smaller
hiccups I came across during Field day, but thankfully
everything worked out.

Overall the 2015 Field Day was a learning experience
all around.
I am looking forward to applying all the learning experiences from this year’s event to Field Day 2016.

I guess this is what Field day is really all about – solving problems, dusting off bug-out boxes and kits, and
making sure things operate as designed.
During the 24 hour event, I spent a lot of time visiting
other radio sites and socializing. And of course I spent
time listening to CW on 40 and 80 meters. It sounded like a mad hornets’ nest all a buzz. And here I was
with my Straight Key and 11 wpm capability ready to go.
After numerous attempts to break through pileups and
copy a readable speed, I finally had a QSO on 80 meters. And was he a DX station? Nope, it turned out to
be a local San Diego contact. But a contact is a contact.
The highlights had to be VE participation, testing and
watching the other hams working hard for their contacts via different modes and antennas. Oh, and I cannot
forget the pizza.
As I reflect on Field Day 2015, I must admit my code
speed was not up to standards. But wait until 2016, I
may just surprise myself and get two CW QSOs next time.
And thanks again to everyone who helped me get
through it all.
Nestor Puñales, K6JTT

Field Day 2015 was very enlightening for me. I learned
quite a few things. For example, you should install your
antenna as a stand alone antenna, and not be close to
other antennas. At the beginning of the Field Day event
we had a few problems because we installed two different dipoles on a single mast and that didn’t work very
well for Bill, W9QEM and myself.
10 Spurious Emissions Summer 2015

From left, Steve Kubicek, W6SMK, Bill Torre, W9QEM and Nestor
Puñales, K6JTT.
Fred Curtis, KI6GRO

San Diego
Hamfest 2015
Date: October 3, 2015
Time: 7 AM—3PM Swapmeet at 6 AM

Cost: $5.00
You are cordially invited to attend the
2015 San Diego Hamfest. We plan on starting

Location:
Lakeside Rodeo Grounds
12584 Mapleview St. Lakeside CA.
Free Parking and Antenna Friendly

out the day with a Swapmeet, Vendors,
Speaker Forums, Door Prizes! and
VE Testing.

Sponsored by: Lakeside Amateur Radio Club



ARRL Forum



Ham Radio Vendors



Swapmeet



Door Prizes



VE Testing



Free Parking!!!!

www.SDhamfest.org
Ver 2.4

2015 Arizona State Convention

Kingman Hamfest
Kingman, Arizona

Oct 23rd & 24th, 2015
Mohave County Fairgrounds

2600 Fairgrounds Blvd, Kingman, Arizona

www.kingmanhamfest.com

Special Guest: Gordon West
Grand Prize – Yaesu FT-450D
Vendors & Exhibitors
DXCC Card Checking
On-Site RV Camping

Check the Website for Additional Information
Tailgating/Swap Meet
Door Prizes
$5.00 Admission

License Testing
Raffle for Grand Prizes
Bounce house for the kids

Talk in Frequencies
Kingman - 440/70cm: K7MPR 448.550 -offset 123
Bullhead - 147.360 + PL 123
147.24 + PL 123
Spirit Mountain - 146.820 + PL123
Lake Havasu - 448.600 + PL 123

Parking fee - $ 2.00 (this does not go to the club)

Public is invited to attend!
More info to be announced soon!
The Kingman Hamfest is an
American Radio Relay League
(ARRL) sanctioned event.

We are proud to have the
Amateur Radio Council of
Arizona (ARCA) as a sponsor of
our event.

Presented by the Mohave Amateur Radio Club
Contact: Bill Smith bill1021@gmail.com 928-303-9857
Kevin Walsh kd7hve@msn.com 928-514-4237

